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1 Introduction
This note describes how to integrate the Computer 
Operating Properly (COP) Watchdog into wireless, 
MC1321x applications that are using Freescale/802.15.4 
based application stacks, such as Synkro, BeeStack and 
802.15.4 MAC.

Users should be familiar with the Synkro 
www.freescale.com/synkro, and ZigBee Specifications 
and the 802.15.4 Standard available from 
www.zigbee.org ,www.ieee.org. Users should also be 
familiar with at least the basic operation of the Freescale 
Zigbee/802.15.4 devices. Refer to the appropriate Data 
Sheet or Reference Manual as needed for more 
information available at www.freescale.com/802154 or 
www.freescale.com/synkro.
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2 Introduction to the COP Watchdog
The COP watchdog is intended to force a system reset when the application software fails to execute as 
expected. To prevent a system reset from the COP timer (when it is enabled), application software must 
reset the COP timer periodically. If the application software gets lost and fails to reset the COP before it 
times out, a system reset is generated to force the system back to a known starting point. 

The COP watchdog is enabled by the COPE bit in the “System Options Register (SOPT)”. The COP is 
reset by writing any value to the address of SRS.

The COPT bit in the SOPT register can be used to choose one of two time out periods; 218 or 213 of the 
bus rate clock. The longer of these time outs is recommended for applications detailed in this note.

2.1 Enabling the COP Watchdog in the Application
The application function ‘_Startup’ (located in the crt0.c source file) is the entry point for all applications 
using Freescale/802.15.4 based application stacks, such as Synkro, BeeStack and 802.15.4 MAC. This 
function can also initialize the SOPT register as shown in Figure 1. (in source code this register is called 
SIMOPT).

Figure 1. COP Initialization in the SIMOPT Register

The source code macro ‘SYTEMS_OPTION_REG_VALUE’ is set in the source file crt0.h. The default 
value of this macro has the COP watchdog disabled.

To enable the COP with the long time out, modify the source file crt0.h to change this macro to that shown 
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Systems Options Reg initialization value for COP enable with long time out

2.2 Resetting the COP Watchdog in the Application
Reset the COP watchdog by writing any value to the address of the read-only SRS register. In application 
source code this is accomplished as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Resetting the COP Watchdog
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3 Resetting the COP Watchdog in Application Code
The application must reset the COP watchdog periodically in order to avoid the COP timing out and 
performing a system reset.

3.1 Resetting the COP Watchdog in _Startup
The COP watchdog should be reset to guarantee its initial state right after its initialization in _Startup 
routine in the source code file crt0.c as in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Resetting the COP Watchdog in _Startup()

3.2 Resetting the COP Watchdog in the Internal Clock Generator 
(ICG) Module

During initialization, the ICG module synchronizes to the MC1321x clock in the source file icg.c routine 
ICG_Setup. To insure that the COP watchdog does not expire during this period, it must be reset within 
this loop, and shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Resetting the COP Watchdog in the ICG_Setup
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3.3 Resetting the COP Watchdog in the Task Scheduler Loop
The task scheduler is the main loop for the application. The task scheduler routine, TS_Scheduler is 
located in the source file TS_Kernel.c. The application should reset the COP watchdog at the top of the 
task scheduler loop as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Resetting the COP Watchdog at the Top of the Task Scheduler Loop

3.4 Resetting the COP Watchdog in the Low Power Module
The COP watchdog should be reset before entering deep sleep mode. The application function 
PWR_HandleDeepSleep in the source code file pwr.c should be modified to reset the watchdog before 
calling PWRLib_MCUStop3, for each deep sleep mode. 

Additionally, the COP watchdog should be reset after exiting deep sleep mode.

These changes are shown as an example for deep sleep mode 3 in Figure 7. Other deep sleep modes will 
require similar modifications.

Figure 7. Resetting the COP Watchdog Before Entering and After Leaving Deep Sleep Mode
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3.5 Resetting the COP Watchdog in the NVM/FlASH Module
The COP watchdog should be reset during flash accesses. The application function NvHalRead in the 
source code file NV_FlashHal.c should be modified to reset the watchdog while reading bytes from FLASH 
as shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8. Resetting the COP During FLASH Reads

Additionally, the COP watchdog should be reset inside the three wait loops within the 
NvHalExecuteFlashCmd routine as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Resetting the COP in Wait Loops in NvHalExecuteFlashCmd

NOTE
There are three of these wait loops in this routine.
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